Title: OPERATING ON TIME SEQUENCES OF DATA

Abstract:

The present invention relates to operating on time sequences of data. In particular, the invention relates to the display of changeable images on a display device. The present invention further relates to methods and computer-readable storage mediums for operating on changeable images displayed on a display device using a graphical interface.

The invention provides a method for operating on a changeable image displayed on a display device as follows. The method comprises:

1. Receiving an operation command for changing an attribute of the changeable image by a user;
2. Reading a changeable image stored in a non-volatile memory of the display device;
3. Calculating a changeable image parameter based on the operation command and the image attribute information;
4. Updating the changeable image parameter in the non-volatile memory of the display device;
5. Displaying the changeable image with the updated parameter on the display device.

The invention also provides a computer-readable storage medium storing a program executable by a computer, the program implementing the above method.
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